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August 6, 2015

With adaptive reuse all the buzz in Downtown LA,
Bisnow caught up with City Constructors CEO Bryson
Reaume, who is working on a couple of the more interesting
projects in the booming market.

Help

Bryson (here with wife Monica and 2yearold son Lane) tells
Bisnow he had been working with Downtown Properties,
doing mostly small TI work when the developer picked up
an asset in Downtown that was one of the first significant
adaptive reuse projects in the area. "We just sort of jumped
on it, and have seen great opportunities in Downtown since."
But the construction firm has evolved, and is now
developing as well. Bryson says he sees great opportunity in
areas of Downtown historically considered fringe, such as
Chinatown and Lincoln Heights.
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In Chinatown, the company has begun construction on a
mixeduse creative office space at 1418 N Spring St. The
20k SF space is across the street from the 32acre Los
Angeles State Historic Park, also known as the Cornfields, the
largest green space in Downtown. The building was
formerly a poultry factory. In addition, the firm has
recently picked up a 10k SF lot around the corner from The
Chicken Factory, as Bryson calls it, to build a new corporate
HQ, which he expects to break ground on shortly and occupy
before Christmas.

Bryson found City Constructors in 2003, and completed
$85M worth of projects in the first four years of business. He
tells us the company nearly doubled its profit from $12M to
$21M in 2014 and expects to double it again this year. The
firm's primary business remains construction and
construction management, and it's hard at work on two of the
more interesting projects in Downtown, including the
overhaul of the Case Hotel.
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The hotel, originally built in 1924 at 1106 S Broadway, is
vacant. It was picked up late last year by newly formed Proper
Hospitality, a partnership of the Kor Group and Viceroy Hotel
Group founders Frank Stork and Channing Henry. The
13story, 107k SF building is being converted into a
boutique hotel, expected for completion early 2017. He tells
us the hotel, which is being rebranded the Downtown LA
Proper Hotel (rendered above), will have 150 rooms upon
completion. In addition, the company is the contractor for
Atlas Capital's Produce Building, which recently broke
ground and should take about 12 months.
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LA Reporter Wanted
Bisnow seeks a strong fulltime
writer/reporter for its growing LA e
pub. The lucky candidate will work out of
our brandnew Santa Monica office as a
contributing team member, while
delivering groundbreaking
commercial real estate news. Serious
reporters only, who live to cover a beat,
travel, and reveal the latest market
trends and personalities. Elbow
rubbing with the LA commercial real
estate power players guaranteed.
Competitive salary and bennies too. Send
your strongly journalismoriented resume
to javier.bautista@bisnow.com

Geoff Palmer's Controversial Da Vinci Back at Work

Despite pressure from the City to sell, Geoff
Palmer is making good on his promise to
finish the controversial 526unit Da Vinci
Apartments. As you likely remember, the place
was destroyed in a fire in December, which was
later confirmed as arson. When finished, this
phase will include 239 units above nearly 5k SF
of retail, reports Urbanize LA. Wood framing is
heading up at the Bunker Hill fortress, which is
getting insurance money for the rebuild.

The first phase of the project along Temple
wasn't damaged by the fire. It includes 287
units and nearly 6k SF of retail. Rents range
from about $1,800/month for a studio to more
than $3,800/month for a threebedroom
apartment. [URBN]
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real estate, and the list of alumni who
went on to form their own successful real
estate companies is a who's who of power
players. We're looking for LA real estate
execs who got their start at Trammell
Crow and are now successful developers,
brokers and finance experts in their own
right for a future feature. If you are a
Trammell Crow vet, or know anyone who
is, please send us an email:
elliot.golan@bisnow.com

Mapped: Harvard Says
Rent's Too Damn High

Harvard University

US renters can't afford to rent, a recent
Harvard report reveals. Harvard
researcher Dan McCue tell us newer
construction is more costly to build and
therefore built to a highend segment. “In
most markets, it's near impossible to
build new apartments at a level affordable
for the typical renter,” he says. The report,
highlighted by this cool interactive
map, paints an ugly picture: 20.7 million
households—49% of the entire rental
market—feel burdened by rental costs.
What's more, nearly half of the nation's
renters spend more than 30% of income
on housing while over 25%—about 11.2
million—have to spend over half their
salary on rent. Over a third of renters
in Miami spent more than half their
income on housing, the highest of 100
metro areas examined in the study. Out
of all markets, Woodward and Guyman,
OK, has the best showing with less than
20% of their renters spending more than
30% of income in rent.
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